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Abstract 

One of the main approaches of design and manipulation of the quantum emitters’ radiative properties is based on 

proper control of optical modes of the surrounding quantum emitter environment, leading to, in its ultimate case, 

to a strong regime of the emitter - environment interaction. In this Letter, we present the realization of a 

mesoscopic physical system (Au SPASER nanoparticle with polydopamine shell containing dye molecules Cy 7.5) in 

which the strong optical coupling regime allows: (i) to get rid of dye molecules quenching, (ii) to suppress 

photobleaching of dye molecules and (iii) to get a great enhancement of dye molecules fluorescence. We have 

reduced the rate of fluorescence quenching of dye molecules in PDA by 1000 times and increased the fluorescence 

emission rate of dye molecules by 30 time, thus preparing bright, nanoscale and biocompatible fluorescent probes 

suitable for bio-sensing applications. As an example of practical use of the probe, we demonstrate direct detection 

of single SARS-CoV-2 viral particle via fluorescence measurements of the probes attached to the viral particle 

through the antibodies. 
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1. Introduction 

It is well known that the radiative properties of a quantum emitter (QE) can be controlled by the spatial and 

frequency distributions of the surrounding quantum emitter optical modes of the environment, leading to 

manifestation of weak, strong or ultra-strong coupling regimes of the emitter - environment interactions.1 Photon 

density of states can be increased or reduced with respect to its free-space values, leading to inhibited or 

enhanced quantum emitter radiative properties, including QEs lifetime reduction, fluorescence enhancement, 

emission directivity and many other parameters.2–5 

One of the possible ways to achieve light-matter coupling, the effects clearly related to the quantum 

electrodynamical types of interactions, is to couple the QE to the electromagnetic field in plasmonic cavity of metal 

nanoparticles.3,6–11 In this case, coupling occurs when the QE is in resonance with the electromagnetic mode and 

the coupling strength dominates over the losses in the coupled system. As the interaction grows stronger, the 

regime of a weak coupling condition can be reached, demonstrating significant changes in the emission properties 

of QEs (the Purcell effect12).  

When the coupling strength is increasing further, the `QE + photon mode’ system reaches the strong coupling 

regime,13 where the rate of coherent energy exchange between light and matter is higher than their decay rates. In 

the strong coupling regime, the energy states of the hybrid `QE + photon mode’ system are split into two separate, 

so-called polaritonic states, with the energy separation between them being proportional to the coupling strength 

(the Rabi splitting).13  

The coupling strength depends also on the number of QEs located in the optical cavity mode. Hence it can be 

further increased through arrangement of a large number of QEs in the cavity mode. In the case of plasmonic 

nanostructures used the optical cavity has a size much less than a wavelength of light, thus QE coherent collective 

interactions (the Dicke effect14,15) have to be taken into account. Such regime of coupling, related to the collective 

interactions, is characterized by the increased coupling strength compared to the non-collective case of the 

coupling; therefore, a very high-Q resonators are not anymore required to reach the strong coupling regime. The 

main fundamental and practical applications of strong coupling regime are due to the realization of a physical 

systems with the designed radiation properties.13,16  

The first demonstration of strong coupling was realized using a high-Q optical resonator and neutral atoms.17 

However, with the plasmonic nanostructures, it is turned out much easier to get the condition of strong coupling 
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regime due to the small volume plasmon nanostructures’ modes, which can be less than 103 nm3.18 To date, to 

create various hybrid nanoobject, plasmonic nanostructures of various geometries were used,16 with different 

types of quantum emitters: dye molecules,19 j-aggregates20 or semiconductor quantum dots.21 Note also existing 

applications of the hybrid nanosystems.16,19 

In this work the main object of the study is PDA, polydopamine. PDAs are the most well-developed melanin 

mimicking materials possessing many attractive adhesive and optical properties such as antioxidant activity, high 

photothermal conversion efficiency22 and strong metal ion chelation.23–27 Moreover, PDA allows the possibility of 

formation a controllable shell on various nanostrustures.28–30 Fluorescence property of material, as one of its 

important features widely used in medical imaging applications, has been less integrated in the PDA-based imaging 

platforms due to its extremely low quantum yield of the respected emission.26,31 There were developed different 

approaches to solve this obstacle.25 The first approach is based on a suppression of the dopamine (DA) 

polymerization or reduction of the – stacking interaction between the polymer chains in PDA, leading to 

appearance of PDA fluorescence but only in visible and UV spectral ranges. The problem still remains in the near-

infra-red spectral range, which is specially suitable for ultrasensitive biological applications.32 The numeral 

attempts to incorporate the fluorescent molecules inside of PDA are failed due to the quenching of molecules’ 

fluorescence by PDA.33,34 PDA was found to be a very efficient fluorescence quencher by Förster resonance energy 

transfer (FRET) and/or photoinduced electron transfer (PET) mechanisms, both affecting the fluorescence intensity 

of the attached dye molecules.35–39 The quenching mechanism prevents the use of PDA as a host media for 

molecules to design nanolocalized sources with ultrabright emission. This problem remains unsolved today. 

There is a huge progress in development and characterization of the so-called mesoscopic systems, the specific 

types of systems where due to their small size and design the manifestation of size-related effects takes place, 

including quantum – electrodynamics ones. In this paper we present results on the fabrication of a mesoscopic 

type system, formed by Au nanoparticle with polydopamine shell containing molecules Cy 7.5, in which strong 

optical coupling of dye molecules to plasmonic nanostructure helps get rid of the dye molecules quenching inside 

the PDA. Thus, it solved one of the long-known challenges of PDA material in photonics and in sensing applications. 

By introducing Cy 7.5 dye molecules inside a PDA shell, we realized nanoscale and biocompatible bright sources of 

near-infra-red emission and demonstrated application of created fluorescent probes for detection of single virus 

nanoparticles. 
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2. Strong optical coupling of dye molecules in PDA with plasmonic nanoparticle 

In this work, the strong coupling regime is realized between a plasmonic Au nanostructure and Cy 7.5 dye 

molecules. Au nanostructure is in the form of a nanorod with a PDA shell containing Cy 7.5 dye molecules, Figure 

1a. The nanorods have a 10 nm width and 40 nm length. At these geometrical parameters Au nanorod exhibit two 

plasmon resonances, at a wavelength of 510 nm (short-wavelength plasmon resonance, independent of the 

geometry of the nanorod) and in the near infrared range at 800 nm - 900 nm (long-wavelength resonance, 

wavelength dependent on ratio of the nanorod length to its diameter). The thickness of the PDA shell was chosen 

to be 10 nm. 

The distinctive feature of the nanostructure studied in this work is an inclusion of a thin PDA layer containing dye 

molecules at high concentration. During the PDA shell growth Cy 7.5 dye molecules were embedded in polymeric 

shell at a concentration of 2.5 × 1018 cm-3. Nanostructures having such a design are called in literature a SPASER 

nanoparticles. SPASER nanoparticles were first proposed40 and experimentally investigated41 in the works on the 

development of nanolocalized sources of coherent radiation (see a recent progress in the SPASER nanoparticles 

fabrications and applications42–44). The coherent emission from SPASER nanoparticles is realized only under high 

intensity of pumping-laser radiation. In this work we are not focusing on reaching the coherent emission from our 

SPASER nanoparticles but use quite moderate pumping-laser intensities, not sufficient to reach the coherent 

regime of respective emission. 

The main idea behind SPASER nanoparticles is to compensate the losses of the plasmonic mode using an active 

medium. In this paper we do not focus on the effects of coherent radiation and use the SPASER nanoparticles 

design to reach optical strong coupling conditions. Note that the very design of SPASER nanoparticles, containing 

high concentrations of dye molecules in the small volume plasmonic mode, provides almost ideal conditions to 

study the strong coupling interactions. To the best of our knowledge the strong coupling manifestation in SPASER 

nanoparticles was not reported before. 

The inset in Figure 1c shows the results of the FDTD (finite-difference time-domain method) calculation of the 

spatial distribution of the electrical field amplitude near the SPASER nanostructure when it is irradiated with 

monochromatic radiation at 850 nm wavelength having polarization directed along the SPASER Au nanorod. As can 

be seen from the figure, near the surface of the nanorod the field is enhanced due to the excitation of localized 

plasmon resonances. When dye molecules are arranged in the SPASER plasmonic mode, the two distinct scenarios 
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can be realized.16 In the first one, known as the weak coupling regime, the excited dye molecules undergo 

exponential decay into the ground state, accompanied by spontaneous emission of photons. The presence of the 

cavity in this case modifies the local density of optical states and, according to the Fermi golden rule,45 the 

resulting decay rate. In this particular case, the process of spontaneous decay may be calculated semiclassically, 

and the enhancement of the decay rate, known as the Purcell factor, can be computed from the electromagnetic 

Green tensor of the structure.12,46–48 

In the second case, that is, at strong coupling regime, the coherent energy exchange between the QE and the 

cavity mode occurs. The rate of this exchange, Ω, is faster than any decay rates in the system, and thus the 

dynamics of the system is greatly different from the weak coupling case. To correctly describe the physics of a 

strongly coupled system, both the QE and the optical cavity mode should be quantized.45 The single-mode cavity 

field is described by the standard Hamiltonian ℏ𝜔�̂�†�̂�  , where ω is the mode frequency and �̂� is the photon 

annihilation operator. The emitter-cavity interaction is mediated via the electric dipole term, �̂� ∙ �̂�(𝒓𝑑), where �̂�(𝒓𝑑) = ℇ(�̂�† + �̂�) is the electric field operator at the position of the emitter, �̂� = 𝒅𝑒𝑔(�̂� + �̂�†) is the QE dipole 

moment operator, and ℇ is the vacuum electric field. In the commonly used rotating wave approximation the 

resulting Hamiltonian in the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model can be written as:16 

ℋ̂ = ℏ𝜔0�̂�†�̂� + ℏ𝜔�̂�†�̂� + ℏ𝑔(�̂��̂�† + �̂�†�̂�), (1) 

where g is the coupling constant given by 𝑔 = −𝒅𝑒𝑔ℇ/ℏ. The characteristic feature of the strong coupling regime 

is the Rabi splitting between the eigenstates of the hybrid system. It can be blurred out by spontaneous decay and 

dephasing in the system. The losses associated with incoherent processes can be described phenomenologically by 

introducing the complex energies of the QE, 𝜔0 − 𝑖𝛾, and the cavity, 𝜔 − 𝑖𝜅, where 𝜅 and 𝛾 are the cavity and 

emitter decay rates. The resulting eigen energies in the case of weak excitation, with a number of absorbed 

photons by the hybrid system less than one, may be found by diagonalizing the following non-Hermitian 

Hamiltonian (for greater number of absorbed photons, such an approach fails to describe eigenstates, and a 

rigorous dissipative approach is required instead45), with yields energies of the two states: 

𝐸± = 𝜔+𝜔02 − 𝑖2 (𝛾 + 𝜅) ± √𝑔2 + 14 (𝛿 − 𝑖(𝛾 − 𝜅))2
     (2) 

where 𝛿 = 𝜔 − 𝜔0 is the detuning. In the resonant case 𝜔 = 𝜔0, the Rabi splitting between these two states is 
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Ω = √4𝑔2 − (𝛾 − 𝜅)2. In order to spectrally resolve the two states, the Rabi splitting Ω must exceed the energy 

state full width at half-maximum, which in the notation of the above equation reads:49–51 Ω > 𝛾 + 𝜅. Strong 

coupling is a distinct regime of light−matter interaction, when the Rabi frequency exceeds the rate of 

electromagnetic mode damping and the emitter decay rates. This regime of interaction manifests itself in coherent 

oscillations of energy between matter and photonic subsystem. In the frequency domain, this leads to 

modification of the spectroscopic response of the system such that two new normal modes emerge.  

The Rabi splitting can be measured from the respective extinction spectra of hybrid system.16,19 Figure 1c shows 

the dispersion energy diagram of a strongly coupled system: SPASER nanoparticles having Cy 7.5 molecules. On the 

vertical axis is the energy of resonance peaks; on the horizontal axis is the detuning of the long-wavelength 

plasmon resonance from the absorption frequency of Cy 7.5 dye molecules. Lines on the figure are fitting of the 

experimental points to the calculated values. The dispersion energy diagram yields the vacuum Rabi coupling 

strength of Ω ≈ 148 ± 5 meV. The gray color around the black lines corresponds to the imaginary part of the energy 

of hybrid system with their width corresponding to the relaxation rate in the system. At points far from the 

anticrossing of LP and UP curves, the relaxation is characterized mainly by a dye () or a plasmonic subsystem () 

decay rates. 

  

 

Figure 1| SPASER and PDA samples and their characterization: (a) TEM of SPASER nanoparticle formed by Au nanorod and PDA 

shell containing molecules Cy 7.5. (b) TEM of a PDA nanoparticle formed by a silica sphere and PDA shell with Cy 7.5 molecules. 

(c) Dispersion energy diagram of a strongly coupled system - SPASER nanoparticle formed by Au nanorod and PDA shell with 

molecules Cy 7.5. Diagram shows: the eigen energies values versus detuning δ =E0 −Ep between plasmon (Ep) and dye (E0) 

resonances. Gray shadows around black lines related to the imaginary part of eigen energies (1) of hybrid system, which 
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determines the rate of energy decay. Lines are fits to Rabi coupling model. The inset shows the results of the FDTD calculation of 

the electrical near-field amplitude when a SPASER nanostructure is irradiated with monochromatic radiation at 850 nm 

wavelength with polarization along the SPASER nanorod main axis. (d) Comparison of the decay rates of: (i) free Cy 7.5 dye 

molecules in water (red line), (ii) Cy 7.5 molecules in PDA nanostructure (black curves), (iii) SPASER nanoparticles (green curves), 

and (iv) impulse response function of the setup (IRF, red curve). Scale bars in TEM images are 30 nm. 

Figure 1d shows the data of the fluorescence decay time measurements upon excitation by pulsed laser radiation 

having a 100 fs pulse duration for three different systems: (i) free Cy 7.5 dye molecules in water (red line), (ii) Cy 

7.5 molecules in a PDA nanostructure (black curves), (iii) SPASER nanoparticles (green curves), impulse response 

function of the setup (IRF, red curve). The data show that the presence of dye molecules in the PDA shell leads to a 

decrease in the relaxation time from 910 ps to 28 ps, which is caused by the intrinsic PDA quenching mechanism. 

In the case of SPASER nanoparticles, the relaxation times turn out to be significantly shorter than 10 ps which is 

the minimum measurement time in the experimental setup. Such a short relaxation time of the dye fluorescence 

in this case is associated with the hybridization of the energy levels of the dye molecules with plasmon resonances, 

which leads to a large imaginary energy component in the anticrossing region, thus manifesting relaxation time 

value comparable to one of the plasmonic subsystem (see Figure 1c). 

3. Effect of strong coupling on dye molecules fluorescence 

Since the discovery of polydopamine (PDA) in 200752 it was believed that it is impossible to use of PDA as a host 

media for dye molecules due to strong quenching mechanism associated with Foerster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) and/or photoinduced electron transfer (PET) mechanisms.35–39 In the following we will show that this 

problem can be solved by the realization of a mesoscopic physical system (Au SPASER nanoparticle with 

polydopamine shell containing Cy 7.5 molecules) in which the strong optical coupling condition is realized. 

As is well known, optical quenching can be influenced by the local photonic mode density and, accordingly, can be 

enhanced or attenuated using different types of resonators.53 Thus, it has been shown that Fabry-Perot cavity54 or 

a plasmonic nanoantenna55 can be used to control the efficiency of FRET.  

Here we for the first time demonstrate the possibility to control dye molecules quenching in PDA using the strong 

coupling of dye molecules with a plasmonic nanoparticle. The resulting exciton (dye molecules) - plasmon 

(nanostructure) hybridization can lead to cavity-induced emission of optically excited dye molecules, at times 

shorter than the characteristic times of fluorescence quenching by the PDA material. 
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Figure 2| Comparison of Cy 7.5 molecules emission in different samples: (a) fluorescence cross-sections 𝜎 = 𝑃𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠/𝐼𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  of a 

single SPASER nanoparticle (green), PDA nanoparticle (black) and a nanoscale complex formed by 30 Cy 7.5 molecules attached 

by antibodies to a single cTnT molecule (red) (see inserted schematic). The fluorescent cross-sections are taken from CCD images 

(see inserts) and are normalized to the fluorescence cross-section 0 of a single Cy 7.5 molecule upon excitation by laser 

radiation at 780 nm wavelength. (b) Amplitude-normalized photobleaching dynamics of fluorescence of single SPASER 

nanoparticle in comparison with the fluorescence of Cy 7.5 dye molecules in water. 

The simplest case, the approach to reduce quenching is to form a new emissive channel for the excited state 

energy dissipation. Briefly, let us consider a dye molecule having radiation rate  in vacuum. The probability to emit 

a photon by the excited molecule at a time interval 𝑡 after the excitation is 𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝛾𝑡. The time interval 𝑡 much 

shorter than the corresponding spontaneous emission time. Since there are no other channels of the excited 

energy dissipation, then the excited state relaxation probability is 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥 ≡ 𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠. If the molecule is arranged in 

the PDA medium, characterized by a probability 𝑝𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑃𝐷𝐴  of the energy transfer from a molecule excited state into 

other channels rather than emission, the total relaxation probability can be written as 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑃𝐴 = 𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑃𝐷𝐴 + 𝑝𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑃𝐷𝐴 . If 𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑃𝐷𝐴 ≪ 𝑝𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑃𝐷𝐴 , then the molecule is practically not emitting light. The realization of the storing coupling can 

dramatically change the 𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑃𝐷𝐴  rate vs 𝑝𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑃𝐷𝐴  rate, since in this case the Rabi oscillations of energy between the 

molecule and a plasmonic particle are at much faster times compared to the PDA quenching rate. Indeed, as was 

shown above, the DPA quenching rate is characterized by a 28 ps relaxation time, while the emission decay time of 

SPASER nanoparticle is 10 ps, i.e is much shorter than quenching time, Figure 1c. 

To analyze quantitatively the effect of strong coupling on the dye molecules emission, we performed the 

fluorescence measurement from various single nanoobjects excited by the laser radiation. Figure 2a shows such 
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measurements from the following nanoobjects: (1) PDA nanostructure: the core of the nanostructure is formed by 

a silica sphere, which is covered with a 5 nm PDA shell containing Cy 7.5 molecules; (2) plasmonic nanostructure: 

formed by an Au nanorod and a PDA shell containing Cy 7.5 molecules, (3) a nanoscale complex formed by 30 Cy 

7.5 molecules attached by antibodies to a single cTnT molecule.32 The  last nanoobject is used as a reference 

radiation source. The PDA shells of both SPASER nanoparticles and nanoparticles with a silica core contain about 

1000 dye molecules, which corresponds to a volume concentration of about 2.5 × 1018 cm-3. A continuous laser 

radiation with the intensity of about 1 kW/cm2 was used to excite fluorescence in the abode listed objects. 

The inserts in Figure 2a show the optical images of the studied nanoobjects made by using their laser excited 

fluorescence. The cross-sections of these images are shown in Figure 2a. The amplitudes of signals of Figure 2d 

curves were normalize to show the laser-excited-fluorescence process cross-section σ = Pemiss/ILaser (𝑃𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 – 

power of detected fluorescence, 𝐼𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 – intensity of laser light) normalized to the signals of a single Cy 7.5 

molecule. Such a normalization allows us to determine the effective number of emitting molecules in each of the 

nanoobjects. From the performed measurements, it can be seen that the brightest of the objects is a complex 

containing 30 dye molecules. The weakest fluorescence is observed from the PDA nanoparticle, which is explained 

by the quenching of the fluorescence of the dye molecules by polydopamine. In this case, the effective number of 

fluorescent dye molecules is substantially less than unity. From the data presented, it can be seen that quenching 

of luminescence by polydopamine is a rather effective process that suppresses luminescence from 1000 dye 

molecules by more than 105 times! In the SPASER nanoparticle, the fluorescence of dye molecules is almost 1000 

times stronger in comparison with the PDA nanostructure and corresponds to the fluorescence of about 2 dye 

molecules. This is due to the realization of a strong optical coupling of the dye molecules with the plasmonic 

nanostructure in the SPASER nanoparticle.  

Shown in Figure 1 - Figure 2a data demonstrates the implementation of strong optical coupling in SPASER 

nanoparticles, characterized by a rather large value of the Rabi splitting equals 148 meV. In this case, in the system 

of dye molecule - plasmon nanoparticle, forming a SPASER nanoparticle, energy transfer at Rabi frequencies occurs 

from the plasmon subsystem to the photon subsystem (dye molecule) and back corresponding to times 

significantly less than 10 ps. The energy transfer process associated with the PDA quenching mechanism turns out 

to be much slower, the relaxation time in this case equals 28 ps. This leads to a significant weakening of the effect 

of fluorescence quenching of dye molecules in PDA, which manifests itself in a significant increase of SPASER 

nanoparticles fluorescence in comparison with PDA nanoparticles (not having Au nanorod). Note that at the used 
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dye molecules concentrations, the number of Cy 7.5 molecules located in the plasmonic nanoparticle mode is 

small, less than 10. This explains the lower fluorescence intensity of SPASER nanoparticles in comparison with the 

complex of dye molecules on the cTnT molecule. Note that the direct comparison of the fluorescence of dye 

molecules (Cy 7.5 molecules on cTnT) and dye molecules in the strong coupling regime is a rather complicated 

task, including the needs to take into account the change in the relaxation time in the system, as well as the 

change in the excitation probability associated with changing the saturation intensity of the optical transition. 

Among the known emitters of light, dye molecules are the most popular in many photonics applications due to 

high quantum yield and low price.56 Photobleaching is the biggest known disadvantage of dye molecules, leading 

to a limited number of emitted photons from individual molecules and thus limiting their applications. The 

photobleaching mechanism is related to photodynamic interactions between the excited triplet state of dye 

molecules and atmospheric triplet oxygen (3O2). It is known that most of dye molecules are characterized by a 

significant population transfer from the excited singlet state (S1) to the long-lived triplet state (T1). Due to a long 

lifetime of the triplet state, the molecules being excited in this state can interact with environmental oxygen and 

thus undergo photobleaching. The interaction between molecular oxygen and a dye molecule in triplet excitons 

can also lead to generation of several reactive oxygen species, such as singlet oxygen (1O2) and hydrogenperoxide 

(H2O2), which are highly unstable and therefore can chemically damage a dye molecule itself.57,58 The known 

attempts to prevent photobleaching include the use of inert ambient as well as oxygen scavenger reagents,59 and 

also the use of plasmonic nanoparticles for quenching of organic dye long-lived triplet states.60–62   

When dye molecules are inside of a resonant cavity, the relaxation pathways and therefore photobleaching may 

be drastically modified. In the strong coupling limit, the photonic and excitonic components of the system cannot 

be treated as separate entities, as they form new polaritonic eigenstates (exciton-polaritons) having both light and 

matter characteristics. Recently, it has been demonstrated that not only optical but also material-related 

properties, such as chemical reactivity and charge transport, may be significantly altered in the strong coupling 

regime of light-matter interactions. It was show that a nanoscale system, composed of a plasmonic nanoparticle 

strongly coupled to excitons in a J-aggregated formed from organic chromophores, experiences modified excited-

state dynamics and, therefore, modified photochemical reactivity.20 Thus realized, in this scenario the probability 

to populate the long-lived triplet state becomes much smaller, leading to a dramatic reduction of the 

photobleaching rate. However, the effect of strong coupling on the molecules photobleaching was realized with j-
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aggregates only, characterized by a large dipole moment and hence commonly used to build hybrid systems. 

However, the potential of strong coupling for photostability of organic dye molecules has not been explored. 

Figure 2b shows the results of measurements of the photodegradation of single SPASER nanoparticles deposited 

on the quartz surface. The measurements were carried out by irradiating nanoparticles with CW laser radiation 

with an intensity of about 1 kW/cm2. As a reference, the figure shows the data on photodegradation of free dye 

molecules in water. It can be seen from the figure that the stabilization of the photodegradation process is 

observed in SPASER nanoparticles, by analogy with the known data on the stabilization of radiation in j-

aggregates.20  

The effect of Cy 7.5 dye molecules stabilization presented in Figure 2b has a direct connection to one realized in 

experiments with j-aggregates.20 Thus the probability to populate the long-lived triplet state of Cy 7.5 dye 

molecules, the state responsible for a photobleaching chemical reaction, becomes much smaller when strong 

coupling limits are reached. This leads to the measured a 30-folds reduction of the photobleaching rate. 

Single viral particle detection 

The measurements on SPASER nanoparticles formed with use of PDA shell with dye molecules (Figure 1 - Figure 2) 

have shown that they are an effective source of nanolocalized radiation with a photon flux about 2 times greater 

than can be obtained from a single dye molecule at the used excitation laser light intensity. Larger flux of photons 

from such source makes it possible to use them as nanoprobes with a 2 times larger signal to noise ratio. 

Moreover, the photostability of SPASER nanoparticles is approximately 30 times higher than that of free dye 

molecules, helping even further to increase the photon flux. A bright source of nanolocalized radiation used with a 

nanoprobe attached to biomolecules allows their detection at ultra-low concentrations. The measured 

concentration can be at the level of 107 molecules in 1 mL.32 The method is based on attaching a large number (up 

to 27) of fluorescent molecules to biomolecule using antibodies with the following detection of the fluorescence of 

dye molecules attached-through-antibodies. The approach permits to visualize single biomolecules and trace their 

trajectory in solution. The method also allows measurements of ultra-low molecular concentrations by counting 

individual molecules, which is important for analytical applications. There are no visible obstacles of the method’s 

applicability for ultra-fast, ultra-sensitive detection, monitoring, and imaging of other biological objects including 

pathogenic viruses and bacteria.  
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In this work, on the example of detecting SARS-CoV-2 viral particles, we show that the use of SPASER 

nanoparticles makes it possible to register significantly lower analyte concentrations, at the level of 103 - 104 

particles per mL. Such low concentration of viral particles is the minimal detected concentration to date of 

serological fluid from patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 virus without the use of the pre-concentration steps.63 

 

Figure 3| Detection of single SARS-CoV-2 viral particles via measurement of SPASER nanoparticles fluorescence attached to 

virions through SARS-CoV-2 antibodies: (a) white-light image of dried out a droplet with added SPASER nanoparticles into it; (b) 

fluorescent image of the same droplet under 780 nm laser light excitation, orange arrows indicate antibodies’ agglomerates, red 

arrows indicates SARS-CoV-2 viral particles; (c) cross-sections of  fluorescent images of antibodies agglomerates (orange line), 

pseudo viral particle, having about 5 time less number of spike molecules (black line), SARS-CoV-2 viral particle (red line). 

The SARS-CoV-2 viral particle is characterized by the presence of spike-shaped S-proteins on the surface of 

its lipid membrane, for which they are often called spikes. The number of spikes on a surface of a single SARS-CoV-

2 viral particle can be from 20 to 40.64–66 In our work, SPASER nanoparticles were functionalized with antibodies to 

the SARS-CoV-2 S-spike using the well-known protocol for functionalization of the polydopamine surface.67 At a 

sufficiently high concentration of SPASER nanoparticles in a sample containing SARS-CoV-2 viral particles, SPASER 

nanoparticles can be attached to the spike of viral particles through antibodies in a fairly large amount. 

Measurement of the fluorescence of SPASER nanoparticles located on a viral particle makes it possible to detect 

even single virions directly. 

The samples containing SARS-CoV-2 strain hCoV-19/Russia/Moscow_PMVL-3 (GISAID ID: EPI_ISL_4708987) was 

isolated from an infected individual using Vero E6 cells (ATCC CRL-1586) in biosafety level-3 (BSL-3) facility. For 

optical measurements SARS-CoV-2 viral particles were inactivated by treatment with 0.5% formaldehyde solution. 

Pseudoviral SARS-CoV-2 particles were generated as described in ref.68. Briefly, 293T cells were transfected with 10 

µg pLVPG (encoding the GFP), 8 µg pCMV-dR8.2 and 5µg pVAX1-S (encoding the SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 spike 
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protein) using the transfection reagent Transporter 5 according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The cell 

supernatant containing SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-typed virus was collected at day 3 after transfection, centrifuged to 

remove cellular debris, aliquoted and frozen at −80 °C. The SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-typed virus preparation was 

quantified using 293T/ACE2 cells.69  

Anti-RBD monoclonal antibody was generated as described previously in ref.70. PDA coating of SPASER 

nanoparticles was made in the presence of ethylenediamine (1 mole%) to incorporate free amino groups, which 

later was used to covalently cross-link antibodies. To attach antibodies covalently to SPASER particles the following 

procedure was acquired. Freshly prepared SPASER nanoparticles were suspended in 50 mM NaHCO3, then 50 mM 

solution of succinic anhydride in acetonitrile was added. The resulting mixture was shaken for 8 h, then succinyl-

NPs were centrifuged, washed twice with 50% acetonitrile, then re-suspended in the activation buffer (50 mM 

MES pH 5.8 in 50% acetonitrile). Sulfo-NHS and EDT were added to the suspension of nanoparticles to the final 

concentration 10 mM. The mixture was shaken for 30 min, then centrifuged and the solution of protein in PBS was 

added immediately to the residue of activated NP. The resulting suspension was allowed to shake for 8 h at +4 C, 

then centrifuged, washed with 25 mM ethanolamine in PBS, followed by PBS washes. The resulting NP can be 

stored in PBS at +4 C for at least two weeks. 

Figure 3a shows the CCD image from optical microscope under the white-light illumination of a dried drop 

to which SPASER-antibody nanoparticles have been added. Figure 3b shows a fluorescent optical image (in spectral 

range 800 nm - 900 nm) of the same sample of Figure 3a when the sample was irradiated by laser light (780 nm, 

intensity about 5 kW/cm2). Several bright and weak spots (marked with arrows) are visible in the image. Our 

measurements showed that weak spots (marked with orange arrows) correspond to agglomerates of SPASER 

nanoparticles. Similar spots are observed in control samples with SPASER nanoparticles, but without SARS-CoV-2 

viral particles. Each bright spot in Figure 3b (marked with red arrows) corresponds to the fluorescence of SPASER 

nanoparticles attached through antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 single viral particle. We estimate that approximately 20 

SPASER nanoparticles are in each bright spot. These bright spots of fluorescence indicate the presence of viral 

particles in the SARS-CoV-2 sample. In samples without SARS-CoV-2 viral particles, as well as in samples with other 

types of viral particles (we also made the control measurements of the bovine coronavirus viral particles, not 

presented in the article), such bright spots were not recorded. 
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The presence of a large number of spikes of the SARS-CoV-2 viral particle allows the formation of a 

brightly fluorescent agglomerate consisting of about 20 SPASER nanoparticles. In control measurements, we used 

synthesized pseudoviral particles containing on average only 3 - 4 spikes, compared to 30 – 70 spikes on SARS-CoV-

2 viral particle. In these measurements, the amplitude of the fluorescence signal from SPASER nanoparticles 

attached through antibodies in the pseudoviral particle was approximately 5 times smaller, in comparison with the 

corresponding signals when detecting SARS-CoV-2 viral particles. Cross-sections of the corresponding optical 

images are shown in Figure 3c. As it can be seen from the image the fluorescence signal from the pseudoviral 

particle is just 50% higher in amplitude compare to the fluorescence signal from the antibody agglomerate. 

It is important to note that the measured high signal-to-noise ratio from SARS-CoV-2 viral particles (Figure 

3c) is realized without using a special procedure for washing off antibodies unbound to viral particles. This is due to 

the fact that the substrate on which the drop was applied is functionalized with glutaraldehyde (a protein cross-

linker) and osmium tetroxide (a lipid cross-linker) which fixes the SARS-CoV-2 viral particle to the substrate. When 

the droplets are becoming dry, the SPASER nanoparticles that have not bound with SARS-CoV-2 viral particles rush 

to the edge of the droplet - the well-known “coffee ring” effect when the droplet dries. The resulting low 

concentration of unbound SPASER nanoparticles in the central region of the droplet provides the obtained high 

signal-to-noise ratio in measurements of Figure 3c. 

Conclusion 

For the first time, we present the efficient method of dye molecules fluorescence control via strong optical 

coupling. The method allows: (i) to get rid of dye molecules quenching, (ii) to suppress photobleaching of dye 

molecules and (iii) to get a great enhancement of dye molecules fluorescence. Demonstration of the method is 

carried out on a mesoscopic system of Au SPASER nanoparticle with polydopamine (PDA) shell containing Cy 7.5 

molecules in which a strong optical coupling of the dye molecules with the plasmonic nanoparticle occurs. We 

have shown that the realization of a strong optical coupling makes it possible to weaken the fluorescence 

quenching by a factor of about 1000. In addition, it was found that a strong optical coupling makes it possible a 30-

fold suppression of the dye molecules photodegradation chemical reaction. We have shown the applicability of the 

developed method for a practically significant challenging task: the detection of single SARS-COV-2 virus 

nanoparticles.  
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We believe that the developed method is of a broader interest in the field of creating biocompatible and 

spectrally bright nanolocalized light sources for visualization of single biomolecules and biological objects, as well 

as in the sensorics of ultra-low concentrations of biomarkers used in the diagnosis of various diseases. 
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 Figure Legends 

Figure 1. SPASER and PDA samples and their characterization: (a) TEM of SPASER nanoparticle formed by Au nanorod 

and PDA shell containing molecules Cy 7.5. (b) TEM of a PDA nanoparticle formed by a silica sphere and PDA shell 

with Cy 7.5 molecules. (c) Dispersion energy diagram of a strongly coupled system - SPASER nanoparticle formed by 

Au nanorod and PDA shell with molecules Cy 7.5. Diagram shows: the eigen energies values versus detuning δ =E0 

−Ep between plasmon (Ep) and dye (E0) resonances. Gray shadows around black lines related to the imaginary part 
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of eigen energies (1) of hybrid system, which determines the rate of energy decay. Lines are fits to Rabi coupling 

model. The inset shows the results of the FDTD calculation of the electrical near-field amplitude when a SPASER 

nanostructure is irradiated with monochromatic radiation at 850 nm wavelength with polarization along the SPASER 

nanorod main axis. (d) Comparison of the decay rates of: (i) free Cy 7.5 dye molecules in water (red line), (ii) Cy 7.5 

molecules in PDA nanostructure (black curves), (iii) SPASER nanoparticles (green curves), and (iv) impulse response 

function of the setup (IRF, red curve). Scale bars in TEM images are 30 nm. 

Figure 2. Comparison of Cy 7.5 molecules emission in different samples: (a) fluorescence cross-sections 𝜎 =𝑃𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠/𝐼𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 of a single SPASER nanoparticle (green), PDA nanoparticle (black) and a nanoscale complex formed by 

30 Cy 7.5 molecules attached by antibodies to a single cTnT molecule (red) (see inserted schematic). The 

fluorescent cross-sections are taken from CCD images (see inserts) and are normalized to the fluorescence cross-

section 0 of a single Cy 7.5 molecule upon excitation by laser radiation at 780 nm wavelength. (b) Amplitude-

normalized photobleaching dynamics of fluorescence of single SPASER nanoparticle in comparison with the 

fluorescence of Cy 7.5 dye molecules in water. 

Figure 3. Detection of single SARS-CoV-2 viral particles via measurement of SPASER nanoparticles fluorescence 

attached to virions through SARS-CoV-2 antibodies: (a) white-light image of dried out a droplet with added SPASER 

nanoparticles into it; (b) fluorescent image of the same droplet under 780 nm laser light excitation, orange arrows 

indicate antibodies’ agglomerates, red arrows indicates SARS-CoV-2 viral particles; (c) cross-sections of  fluorescent 

images of antibodies agglomerates (orange line), pseudo viral particle, having about 5 time less number of spike 

molecules (black line), SARS-CoV-2 viral particle (red line). 

 

 

 

 

 

 


